
Basic Grammar Quiz 11.18a Capitalization 
  

 

“Whether therefore ye eat, or drink, or whatsoever ye do, do all to the glory of God.” – I Corinthians 10:31 

Name:  ____________________________    Date:  __________________ 

 

 I. Circle each incorrect small letter and each incorrect capital letter. 

 

 1. During World War I, british ships were sunk by german submarines.  

 

 2. Unfortunately, most greek philosophers built their systems of thought on secular ideas. 

 

 3. Angel Falls, a venezuelan waterfall, drops 3,212 feet. 

 

 4. At the Library, I listened to a recording of Russian folk songs produced by rca. 

 

 5. The mayan civilization thrived in the south American jungle until about A.D. 800. 

 

 6. Since 1973, nasa has landed several Space Probes on the surface of mars. 

 

 7. The “flower” of queen anne’s lace is really a very large cluster of over two thousand  

  individual white flowers. 

 

 8. In Isaiah 40:22, the bible clearly states that the Earth is not flat, but round. 

 

 9. Today birdseye frozen vegetables can be purchased at almost any american food store. 

 

 10. In statuary hall, there is a memorial to dr. john gorrie, a pioneer in mechanical refrigeration. 

 

 11. Dr. gorrie developed a method for cooling hospital rooms in the south. 

 

 12. My uncle Morris, who is dying of cancer, is not afraid because he knows the Lord as his  

  saviour. 

 

 13. Tyler’s sister Ashley has gone to the airport to meet their aunt Sarah and uncle michael. 

 

 14. Is your cousin Bobby still an air-traffic controller in Atlanta? 

 

 15. Fishing from the white sands along the Gulf of Mexico has a constant appeal to my uncle  

  Max. 

 

 16. Did you notice those flowering Plants on aunt Beth’s porch? 

 

 17. carlyle wisely said, “in idleness there is perpetual despair.” 

 

 18. thou art my portion, o Lord: i have said that i would keep thy words. 

 

 19. many people believe that general Lee was as respected in the north as he was in the south. 

 

 20. john Adams and Thomas Jefferson, two former presidents, died on the same day. 


